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T O  W H O M
I T  M A Y
C O N C E R N

Dear Ladies
and Gentlemen,
 

At FS Associates we hope that you
and your families are healthy and
safe. We are living in very
uncertain and unusual times. In
our initiative we had had various
challenges to meet, for instance
running operations via online
meetings and hedging our
portfolio against diverse risks.
More regarding the Covid-19
pandemic will follow later. We
have now completed the sixth
month of long-short trading and
have continued to successfully
navigate global markets.
Additionally, we have decided to
use the €100.000 of cash in the
intraday account for short-term
currency and commodity trading.

QUIRIN ZUNDL

MANAGING DIRECTOR 



L O N G
P O R T F O L I O

 

Add a little bit of body text

There is a famous saying in the markets: “Be

greedy when others are fearful and be fearful

when others are greedy” – Warren Buffet. In fact,

there can be little doubt that Warren Buffet is

among the most successful investors of all time. In

current times, his approach to navigating markets

is finally applicable again. During the crash, we

have significantly increased our long exposure

and are willing to hold these positions for a

significant amount of time. Our main criteria are

solid, cash flow generating business models,

attractive valuations, technical strength and

growth perspectives.

 

In the past month, we bought positions in

Microsoft, Visa, Waste Management, LVMH, Puma

and OMV. Further stocks are being closely

watched and will be bought in case of further

downward pressure in the markets.

 

In total, our long portfolio is down €24.217,14

(-12,11%) since inception, as of 31 March 2020. With

markets down well over 20% from all-time-high

levels we are very content with our relative

outperformance.
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FS Associates is exposed long with a total of $40k

of initial portfolio value in gold and silver

corporations (Royal Gold and First Majestic Silver).

We closed our Polymetal International position

with roughly 7% profit in the beginning of March.

Unfortunately, our other two metal stock holdings

were very much affected by the crash, even

though gold remained relatively stable. After

initial selloffs, the gold price was able to return to

levels very close to those of January and February.

For Royal Gold and First Majestic Silver this was

not the case.

 

We continue to hold on to our full strategic €60k

Wirecard exposure. We bought this position early

and missed out on closing parts of it when the

price increased to 140€ per share. KPMG’s report

was positive, as expected, however in the crash

this did not demonstrate the effect we had hoped

for. Nevertheless, we will remain long Wirecard.

Our target price remains at 160€ per share. 

 

We are also exposed £10k in Royal Dutch Shell

and €10k in OMV. Unfortunately, due to the fear of

a global pandemic and a political conflict

between Saudi Arabia and Russia, oil prices have

plunged drastically in the recent weeks and so

have the share prices of Shell and OMV. We are

considering buying further oil exposures.

 

-12,11%
Long performance
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S H O R T
P O R T F O L I O

 

 

 

FS Associates has closed all single stock short

positions besides Netflix in the past month,

generating significant profits. We hold on to

our Netflix short because our opinion

regarding the company remains unchanged.

Additionally, the crash has not affected

Netflix stock as much as we would have

hoped for. The stock price seemingly prices in

that the world is watching Netflix during

quarantine, which is hopefully not the case! 

In fact, this could be a time in which people

could focus on their loved ones. We also see a

unique opportunity for self-realization, e.g.

learning something one always wanted to

but never had time for. Our advice at FS

Associates to all those who are not infected is:

use this time, use this crisis, and use it to

become the best version of yourself. Either by

being a hero and keeping our society running

or by honoring the heroes of today by

developing meaningful relationships and

valuable skills which will be relevant to

rebuild the society of tomorrow, as soon as

the crisis is over.

 

As soon as nearly all short positions hit our

target prices, FS Associates Management and

the Trading Department had a very

important decision to make: Whether and if

yes how and how much to hedge against

further price declines. The decision made was

to use the DAX30 index as a historical

underperformer to hedge against further

downward risk. We decided to trade FDAX

position size shorts (25 CFDs). As the

Managing Director, I assumed responsibility

for our FDAX short selling / hedging activity.

In doing so, I started selling DAX short at and

index level of 10900 points (when our single

stock targets had mostly been hit), in order

to avoid net long exposure. In retrospect, this

was the right decision. Actively managing the

FDAX positions on their way to index levels in

the 8000s lead to very high profits which

outweighed the unrealized losses in the long

portfolio.

In total, our short portfolio is up €78.189,52

(39,09%) since inception, as of 31 March 2020.

+39,09%
Short performance
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LONG-SHORT VIEW

 

 

 

In total our long-short portfolio is currently very

profitable. We are net short: 260k short (including

leverage via CFDs), 40k metals and 150k long,

resulting in round about 110k short, assuming

metals to be neutral. Overall, we are up €53.972,38

(13,49%) in the long-short portfolio, as of 31 March

2020.

We are optimistic on the markets in the long term,

however further downward pressure in the coming

weeks and possibly months seems likely given the

circumstances. In order to benefit in the long term

from attractive entry opportunities which might

arise in the coming weeks, we have transferred

€50k in cash of the profits made in the short

portfolio over to the long portfolio.

The Coronavirus started to occupy global headlines

very suddenly. As soon as it did, panic spread. In

fact, most countries had drastically underestimated

the peril, including most European countries and

the US. With nearly one million infected globally,

exponential growth of infection numbers and no

cure in sight, the scenarios we are facing are both

economically and from a humanitarian standpoint

catastrophic. 

It is very difficult to weigh human lives threatened

by Covid-19 against GDP and unemployment. Most

left-wing party supporters will disagree now,

however their argument “saving human lives must

be the highest priority!” is short-sighted. Yes, Covid-

19 is a dangerous disease which endangers human

lives. However, a national lockdown leading to

millions of people unemployed is also deadly in the

mid- and long-term. In fact, the mortality rate

among unemployed is double of the rate among

employed. 

 

For this reason, record initial jobless claims in the

US is not only an economic problem, it is also a

humanitarian disaster. The situation in most

European countries does not look much better.

Saving the economy by printing money and

increasing government debt worked the last time

(2008). Whether it will be enough this time is

unclear at this precise moment, however we

verymuch hope so. More importantly though is a

cure or vaccine to eradicate the disease. We are

confident that with the whole scientific world

combining forces in searching for a cure, it will be

found in a matter of months. Until then,

quarantine will probably be the only option to

reduce the spread. However, quarantine only

works if the entire society puts in a significant,

combined effort. In case the society does not, the

quarantine will prove to be close to useless and

the trillions of dollars in economic damage would

be at least partly in vain.

 

Let’s do our best to stay healthy and combine our

efforts in overcoming this crisis!

+13,49%
 long-short prformance
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I N T R A D A Y
P O R T F O L I O

 

With automated strategies being currently on hold or in the

development phase, we have decided to dedicate our intraday

portfolio to short-term activities in the currency and commodity

domain. Our main focus when trading currencies and

commodities lies on EUR/USD, gold and oil. Due to high

volatility, a large number of trading opportunities could be

exploited, leading to a total portfolio value of €106.784,66

(+6,78%). In fact, due to the low correlation between currencies

and commodities, and equity markets, we are very interested in

increasing our currency and commodity trading activities in

order to diversify our total exposure via uncorrelated risks.



+12,18%
Overall, the fund is up

 €60.909,52 since inception.



P E R S O N A L L Y :

Personally, as the Managing
Director of FS Associates, I want to
make an exception with regard to
this part of our monthly report.
Today, given the extraordinary
nature of the current circumstances, I
want to write to you in this personal
section independent of any position,
social standing, political orientation
or basically anything differentiating.
We are all humans, in the end. In
current times and actually at all times
we should never forget that. In the
pre-corona times, I frequently had the
feeling that many of us might had
forgotten how valuable life, health,
safety and food are. We took them a
little bit too much for granted in my
opinion. Right now, with a virus
leading to ten thousands of deaths,
healthcare systems reaching their
capacity limits and supermarkets
being bought empty by huge crowds of
panicking people, all of the above
mentioned suddenly are endangered.
Covid-19 has caused tragedies and
will continue to do so for the near
future. However, our ignorance
towards the most important things in
life in the time before Covid-19 has
also been a tragedy in my point of
view. The way I see it, we should
embrace the current crisis, as hard as
it seems, and learn for the times to
come. There are many lessons to be
learned right now. 
 



For me personally, the past month has
been a month of great upheaval and
change. Many people fear change,
however bear in mind: change is what
you make of it. To me, change means
survival. It means improvement.
Eventually, if executed well, change
means moving on into a brighter
future. Of course, change is always a
challenge: Past ideals are challenged,
past visions, past dreams. Yet, what is
probably scariest part of changing is
having to get out of one’s comfort
zone. It’s like getting up at 5 a.m.: At
first, staying in the cosy bed seems
more comfortable, however as soon as
one gets out and starts to work, one
soon figures that one has gained a
competitive edge. The same applies for
change processes.
 
FS Associates is also changing. We are
adapting to home-office work and
online meetings. Additionally, FS
Associates continues to grow. Several
promising projects are in the pipeline
and David Hark (Research Associate)
as well as Artem Zakharov (Trading
Associate) have joined our initiative
to help us perform our tasks to the
highest standards.
 
FS Associates is growing at
unprecedented pace and also
returns are becoming substantial. It
is my great pleasure to work with
this exceptional team.

QUIRIN ZUNDL

MANAGING DIRECTOR 


